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Abstract 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MY ADMINISTRATIVE PORTFOLIO 

Thomas J. Koeller 

Under the Supervision of Lisa A. Emendorfer, MSE 

 

 The Education Administration program at the University of Wisconsin-Platteville is a 24-

credit program which prepares students for Wisconsin licensure and a career as an administrator 

at various levels in Wisconsin schools. 

 Within the Education Administration program, students work toward completing a 

professional administrative portfolio to demonstrate competence in the ten Wisconsin teaching 

standards and seven Wisconsin administrative standards.  Students also complete a minimum of 

300 practicum hours in school administration field experiences.  The coursework, field 

experiences, and materials within this program have been tremendous assets in the completion of 

this professional portfolio and preparation for a career as an administrator. 

 This project details how the portfolio process and practicum hours have assisted students 

in becoming qualified candidates for administrative positions and how these experiences have 

molded them into proficient educational leaders within their current teaching career.  Through 

analysis of reflections, readers will learn how teaching experiences, professional development 

opportunities, independent research, and coursework in the Education Administration program 

have prepared candidates for a career in school administration.  In addition, readers will learn 

how the UW-Platteville Education Administration program has inspired those same candidates to 

seek additional experiences and opportunities and to reflect upon how they can become better 

educators and administrators through them.  Finally, readers will find concrete examples of how 

the candidates’ teaching and administrative methods have evolved due to the portfolio process 

and practicum experiences. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 

How does a teacher become “the boss?”  Most school administrators started as 

classroom teachers, who later decided to pursue a career in administration.  Though some 

administrators make this career change seamlessly from the classroom to the principal’s office, it 

is not an easy transition for everyone.  The Education Administration program at the University 

of Wisconsin-Platteville is a 24-credit master’s program, which prepares candidates for 

Wisconsin licensure and a career as an administrator at various levels in Wisconsin schools.  The 

coursework, field experiences, and materials within this program have been tremendous assets in 

preparing candidates for the transition to a career in administration. 

Statement of the Problem 

 

 Taking on a new position in any career may seem daunting at first for any professional.  

Going from a staff co-worker to the boss so quickly is a tremendous undertaking for school 

administrators.  How does one prepare for such a dramatic career change? 

 

Methods and Procedures 

 

 Making the transition from a role as a classroom teacher to a building principal has been 

aided by the many lessons learned from coursework and practicum hours within the Education 

Administration program.  Moreover, the process has demonstrated that the Wisconsin 

Administrator Standards are an excellent guide to learn the skills, competencies, character traits 

required in effective principals 

 A review of the practicum experiences of one UW-Platteville Education Administration 

student was conducted.  Additionally, related educational literature pieces were reviewed.  The 
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findings of these reviews were synthesized and a recommendation was made regarding 

transitioning from teacher to administrator.     
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Chapter II 

Administrative Standard 1: The Ten Teaching Standards 

To demonstrate competence in the ten teaching standards, administrative candidates draw 

upon experiences from personal teaching careers.  Every teaching experience is a valuable asset 

that when guiding future teaching staffs.  Administrators have learned from successes and 

failures as teachers. Sharing these experiences will be one of the most beneficial assets an 

administrator will bring to the school.  

Many of the teaching standards address planning lessons that engage students with varied 

backgrounds, skills, strengths, and weaknesses.  An instructional leader should assist the staff 

with writing curriculum and daily lesson plans, the vital foundation to successful student 

learning.  Through the creation of a solid curriculum and the development and delivery of 

meaningful lessons, a candidate can provide great tools and templates to make the process easier, 

faster, and more uniform throughout the school.  Teachers strive to develop and deliver lessons 

that will engage all students and maximize student learning. Administrators can assist by offering 

advice from personal experience, organizing teacher professional development presentations, 

fostering staff collaboration, and seeking out additional resources.  To maintain the primary goal 

of maximum student learning, administrators must strive to lead a staff in taking on modern ideas 

about the best practices in educational planning and delivery. 

In addition, the ten teaching standards focus on professionalism.  These standards 

emphasize the benefits of teachers possessing good communication skills, fostering relationships 

within the school and with the community, and growing personally and professionally.  

Administrators play a vital role in assisting the staffs in the development of these dispositions by 
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communicating clearly, accurately, correctly, and professionally.  Moreover, administrators 

should partake in professional growth opportunities and stay current on educational issues 

through research of scholarly journals.  Lastly, administrators may assist staff members in 

developing relationships by involving them in school activities that require collaboration by staff 

and community members. 

Overall, mastery of the ten teaching standards assists in creating a competent 

administrator. Through lesson planning, curriculum design, and assessment of student learning, 

the reviewed candidate gained strong background knowledge and experiences in engaging all 

students.  The candidate also illustrated proficiency in the standards that address professionalism, 

becoming a thoughtful communicator, a master of technology, and an educator who seeks out 

additional resources to constantly improve.  These experiences have molded a more mature 

administrative candidate, one who will better lead a staff of educators. 
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Chapter III 

Administrative Standard 2: The administrator leads by facilitating the development, 

articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared by the 

school community. 

A great deal of the focus of the UW-Platteville Education Administration program is on 

developing a leadership vision and carrying it out within the school.  Within the cohort’s 

System’s I course, the candidate developed a Professional Learning Communities (PLC) training 

project to implement PLCs into his simulated school district.  Candidates have learned the value 

of PLCs and have been exposed to many examples throughout their coursework.  The reviewed 

candidate chose to implement a PLC program into the simulated school to help address the 

fictional, yet real-world, problems they were facing.  Many administrators believe in the PLC 

standard that “students, teachers, and school leaders are the recipients of the powerful effects of 

collaborative action as practiced in professional learning communities,” (Massey, 5). 

Moreover, the candidate had the great fortune to have multiple practicum experiences 

that relate to Standard 2.  The candidate worked with the building principal and selected 

colleagues to implement an improved scheduling process at the school.  This streamlined process 

would allow improved access to courses for all students.  In addition, the opportunity to twice 

represent the Southwestern School District at the Southwest Wisconsin Business and Education 

Summit arose, where the candidate learned the focus of education in the 21
st
 century from award-

winning educational consultant Ted McCain.  In his presentation and in his book Teaching for 

Tomorrow: Teaching Content and Problem-Solving Skills, McCain states that the old paradigms 

of instruction must be changed so that students learn content while developing the problem-

solving skills our changing world demands (McCain, 15).  This experience altered the 
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candidate’s personal vision of learning and molded him into a more effective educator by 

influencing dramatic changes in his instructional strategies and leadership vision.   

Finally, the candidate spent numerous hours during the summer of 2010 as a member of 

the principal selection committee for St. Joseph’s Elementary School in Sinsinawa, Wisconsin. 

The candidate aided the education of an elementary school by selecting the person who best fit 

the position.  These practicum examples have shaped a vision of learning by giving concrete 

experiences of a solid vision being put into practice and being embraced by all of the 

stakeholders. 
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Chapter IV 

Administrative Standard 3: The administrator manages by advocating, nurturing, 

and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to pupil learning and 

staff professional growth. 

The greatest administrative practical experience a candidate should partake in is the 

mentoring of student teachers.  In eight years as a teacher, the candidate acted as cooperating 

teacher for six student teachers.  Drawing from the training within the UW-Platteville Education 

Administration cohort, the candidate put into practice the new supervision, evaluation, and 

leadership skills necessary to facilitate teacher growth.  Leading these student teachers through 

their first extensive experiences in the classroom provided valuable lessons that will be carried 

forward as new teachers are mentored.  The strengths and weaknesses, of student teachers, 

allowed the candidate to develop strategies for helping new teachers modify lessons so that 

student learning is maximized.  By observing the student engagement that came from the 

motivation and enthusiasm of the student teachers, the candidate learned the value of keeping a 

teaching staff motivated and energized.   

“Too many workplaces are almost devoid of meaning and purpose.  They 

are ruled by technology, efficiency, and the bottom line, with little regard 

for what human beings need in order to experience personal fulfillment 

and success.  Over time, this takes a heavy toll on motivation, loyalty, 

and performance.  It is a road to crisis and decay – unless we find a way 

to reinfuse the workplace with passion, zest, and spirit.” (Bolman and 

Deal, 6) 

Finally, the candidate learned how to evaluate teachers and tactfully communicate suggestions 

for improvement.  Teacher evaluation and remediation of observed problems are important roles 

for administrators and experience doing this with student teachers every day has prepared the 

candidate well for this task as an administrator. 
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 Selection and training as a lead teacher for Southwestern High School’s Skyward student 

records implementation put the candidate in charge of helping other staff members set up and 

maintain their Skyward records.  The tools available to staff members through Skyward allow 

increased collaboration with parents.  The teacher and parents can work hand-in-hand to improve 

pupil learning.  In addition to improving parent-teacher communication, the candidate had the 

opportunity to work with the building principal to improve the school discipline plan.  After 

modifying parts of the plan, a staff meeting was held to train the high school teachers on the 

expectations and procedures for student discipline.  Both of these experiences provided valuable 

practice in managing staff professional growth that will assist in an improved environment of 

student learning. 
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Chapter V 

Administrative Standard 4: The administrator ensures management of the organization, 

operations, finances, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment. 

Though all of the lessons and experiences within the Education Administration cohort 

have been valuable and relatable to administration and improved student learning within the 

classroom, the most valuable experience to the subject candidate came within the Systems I 

Consolidated Plan project.  For this project, the instructor gave education administration students 

a simulated school district with real-world financial, enrollment, staff, historical, and various 

other pieces of information.  Candidates discerned the highest priority issues facing their mock 

school and decided the best ways to solve those problems with the resources available to schools, 

especially funding sources.  The candidate and group members selected different administrative 

roles within their simulated district, identifying many areas of need and prioritizing them.  Next, 

they worked together to develop their recommended solutions and allocated available funds to 

make those solutions a reality.  Finally, the candidate and group defended their actions to their 

instructors and classmates, who served as a simulated school board and district parent group.  

This project gave the candidate experiences that will transfer into future administrative roles.  

Good ideas from staff members cannot come to fruition because of financial concerns or because 

administration decides they are a lower priority than other issues. 

In addition to the Consolidated Plan project, a mini-strategic plan was developed to 

improve some aspect of the candidate’s school.  Work on the development of a master schedule 

was implemented to help the registration process and improve curricular opportunities for 

students through the prevention of specific classes from overlapping and the improvement of 

prerequisite requirements.  Developing this plan gave the candidate valuable administrative 
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experiences in working with staff, problem solving, and increasing efficiency, while keeping 

student learning top priority. 
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Chapter VI 

Administrative Standard 5: The administrator models collaborating with families and 

community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and mobilizing 

community resources. 

 As the chair of the Southwestern High School Social Studies Department, the subject 

candidate inherited the annual task of organizing and conducting the school’s Veterans’ Day 

program.  Every year the program provides a meaningful, educational, engaging, and respectful 

experience to all of the visiting veterans.  During the first year the candidate took over the 

planning of the program, the school had only twelve veterans in attendance, leading to the 

school’s administration contemplating the discontinuation the program.  Engaging the help of 

concerned community members, key colleagues within the school, and the local Veterans of 

Foreign Wars post, the candidate increased attendance to forty plus veterans for the past three 

years. 

 In addition to the Veterans’ Day coordination duties, the candidate showed competence 

in Standard 5 when leading an effort to bring renowned speaker Jarrod Jones to various schools 

in the area.  Mr. Jones spoke to students about morality and positive choices.  The candidate’s 

school administration received favorable feedback from students, parents, and community 

members about Mr. Jones’ message.   

 Planning and conducting the Veterans’ Day program and working with other community 

members has taught the candidate the value of getting the community involved in school 

activities whenever possible.  The students learn from working with and having discussions with 

the honored guests, and community members take pride in at their school and support the 
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mission of the school throughout the year.  Administrators should continually encourage staff 

members to seek out such opportunities, and also be involved themselves. 
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Chapter VII 

Administrative Standard 6: The administrator acts with integrity, fairness, and in an 

ethical manner. 

 Considered a man of integrity, fairness, and character by family and friends, the 

candidate often discussed character education with student teachers and colleagues.  A former 

student teacher, now a colleague, wrote a thank you letter upon the completion of her student 

teaching experience under the candidate’s supervision.  Her letter focused on strength of 

character and the candidate’s positive influence on students and emphasized how these character 

traits have positively influenced her as a future educator. 

 In addition to the positive influence on student teachers, the candidate developed a plan 

for his school district to resolve an issue that had been causing staff morale problems for years.  

In the candidate’s school, all teachers are required by the collective bargaining agreement to 

supervise two extracurricular events per school year.  In the past, the district secretary would 

show up during one of the staff luncheons with the event list.  The staff members would rush to 

sign up for the more sought after events.  Some teachers would even sign up days before to 

ensure their coveted spots.  The candidate devised a “lottery” system for the extracurricular 

supervision sign up.  Now, the school uses the candidate’s fair and ethical method to fill these 

supervision assignments.  Since its implementation, staff morale has improved dramatically in 

regard to this issue. 

Administrators should conduct themselves with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical 

manner in all matters.  Not only will it provide personal peace and satisfaction, it will aid in the 

development of rapport with students, staff, community members, fellow administrators, and the 

school board. 
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Chapter VIII 

Administrative Standard 7: The administrator understands, responds to, and interacts 

with the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context that affects schooling. 

The UW-Platteville Education Administration program includes the learning of the 

political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context affecting the education of youth.  These 

teachings should be held with the utmost importance to a future school administrator.   

The recent Budget Repair Bill in Wisconsin has given the candidate a great experience 

with this standard.  Governor Walker’s 2011 Budget Repair Bill, with its major implications for 

all of Wisconsin’s public schools, prompted the candidate to email 49
th

 Assembly District 

Representative Travis Tranel to express views on the proposed bill.  Representative Tranel 

responded with a personal phone call and several emails regarding the bill.  Representative 

Tranel, breaking party ranks, eventually voted “No” on the bill.  The candidate learned a great 

deal about political beliefs and the effects on schools during Representative Tranel’s difficult 

decision to turn against his party and reject a government bill that will impact many educators. 

In the summer of 2009, the opportunity arose to attend the Wisconsin School Leadership 

Academy in Madison, Wisconsin, an annual event presented to Wisconsin school administrators 

by the Association of Wisconsin School Administrators.  At this conference, the candidate 

participated in presentations by world-renowned educational researchers.  The presenters focused 

on how an administrator must always be open to change, innovation, and new ideas. 

The Wisconsin Budget Repair Bill and the Wisconsin School Leadership Academy have 

taught the candidate to contact elected officials to assist them during important political 

decisions regarding schools.  Continuing to nurture personal character traits (e.g., honesty, 
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kindness, compassion, and trustworthiness) allows an administrator to be more influential when 

reaching out to politicians regarding educational issues.  Of course, it is important to remember 

that there are strong feelings on both ends of the political spectrum.  Administrators must use 

caution when involving themselves in politics.  Most importantly, there are legal limitations as to 

how much a school official can express their political opinions to a “captive audience” of 

students.  In Garcetti v. Ceballos, the Supreme Court ruled that statements made by public 

employees at work are not always protected by the First Amendment of the Constitution 

(Garcetti 14).  Moreover, administrators must remember that colleagues, staff members, and 

school board members might have differing political opinions and that great care must be taken 

to maintain a positive working relationship with all people involved with the school.  

Administrators can ensure that their involvement in politics stays appropriate by advocating for 

what is best for all of the children of the district and publicly staying out of issues unrelated to 

education. 
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Chapter IX - Conclusion 

The UW-Platteville Education Administration program afforded the candidate a plethora 

of opportunities to refine administrative skills and to prepare for the transition from classroom 

teacher to administrator.  The projects and assignments provided real-world experiences that 

have bolstered student portfolios and given candidates the skills necessary to enter into the 

administrative profession.  The three-hundred hour practicum requirement pushed candidates to 

seek relevant experiences and opportunities to mature as administrators.  Finally, working with a 

mentor principal throughout the entire program has given candidates valuable perspectives on all 

of the issues explored.  Principals seldom seek the learning experiences related to the job; such 

experiences often find the principal within his/her diverse, varied, and ever-changing daily 

experiences. 

 Two years of coursework, the construction of a professional portfolio, and three hundred 

hours of administrative experiences have molded the UW-Platteville Education Administration 

candidates into better educators in the classroom and noteworthy applicants in the field of 

administration.  Not only will the candidates benefit from their newly acquired skill sets, but 

their students will benefit in the classroom through the improvements in the candidates’ 

leadership and knowledge of the challenges and thrills of a life in school administration. 
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